Treatment of psoriasis vulgaris with cyclosporine and methotrexate injections using the MMP® technique

Tratamento de psoríase vulgar pela microinfusão de medicamentos na pele (MMP®) usando ciclosporina e metotrexato
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ABSTRACT

Systemic oral medications – such as cyclosporine (CYA) or methotrexate (MTX) – for the treatment of psoriasis have limited bioavailability due to incomplete gastrointestinal absorption and first-pass hepatic metabolism. Moreover, they are associated with adverse effects. The application of CYA or MTX using the microinfusion of drugs into the skin method (MMP®) for the treatment of psoriasis vulgaris yielded a therapeutic response with significant reduction of lesions, and absence of side effects. In the present report, the authors describe 4 cases of psoriasis vulgaris treated using the MMP® method, with the application of CYA or MTX.
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INTRODUCTION

Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory and recurrent skin disease with a worldwide prevalence of approximately 2%. It is associated with a high degree of morbidity and impact on quality of life and the most common clinical presentation is vulgar psoriasis, which represents 85% to 90% of cases. Due to its diverse clinical presentations, treatment should be individualized, taking into account the location of the lesions, the impact on the patient’s quality of life, and the coexistence of psoriatic arthritis.

Three modalities are mainly used, isolatedly or in combination: 1) topical agents, 2) phototherapy and 3) systemic medications. Both phototherapy and systemic medications are used in moderate to severe cases, which are defined as those with 10% or more of involvement of the body area (BSA Index - Body Surface Area); or a score equal or greater than 10 points in the Psoriasis Area Severity Index (PASI) or in the Dermatology Quality of Life Index (DQLI). The most commonly used systemic medications are methotrexate (MTX), acitretin and cyclosporine (CYA).

Methotrexate is a teratogenic substance used orally, subcutaneously or intramuscularly. In addition to being associated
with gastrointestinal intolerance, it presents a risk of myelosuppression and hepatotoxicity. Its bioavailability is limited by oral route due to incomplete absorption by the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) in addition to the hepatic first-pass metabolism, releasing only small concentrations of the drug in the systemic circulation despite the ingestion of high doses. The reduced folate carrier 1 (RFC1), a ubiquitous transmembrane carrier protein, may limit oral absorption of MTX when saturated, which occurs from 15mg MTX.

Cyclosporine, a calcineurin inhibitor available for oral or intravenous use, has a rapid response as a treatment for psoriasis, however it can be nephrotoxic and increase blood pressure levels, in addition to being associated with side effects such as hydroelectrolytic disorders, hyperlipidemia, among others. Its bioavailability is also limited in the oral form due to low absorption and hepatic first-pass metabolism.

In order to maintain and possibly improve therapeutic efficacy and at the same time decrease the side effects of systemic treatments, the authors propose the treatment of patients bearers of psoriasis vulgaris via the microinfusion of drugs through the skin (MMP®), which was described by Arbache with the use of MTX (25mg/ml sterile vial) (Thevametho®, Pharmachemie BV, Haarlem, The Netherlands) (imported by Teva Farmacêutica Ltda., São Paulo, Brazil) and CYA (50 mg/ml sterile vial) (Sandimmun®, Novartis, São Paulo, Brazil).

CASE REPORTS

Case 1: Thirty-eight-year-old male patient, frequent consumption of alcoholic drink, bearer of psoriasis vulgaris with lesions in the upper limbs and trunk for nine years. The patient reported previous use of acitretin and MTX, which were suspended due to side effects. The patient received 4 applications of MMP® with 12.5 mg/ml CYA in the lesions located in the right forearm, with a two-week interval. Serum cyclosporinemia was not detectable at 8 hours after the intervention, and laboratory tests and blood pressure levels were kept within normal range. There was no complaint of adverse effects by the patient. All the lesions, both those treated on the right forearm and those not treated on the left arm and on the back, receded (Figure 1).

Case 2: Twenty-seven-year-old male patient, bearer of psoriasis plaques for 5 years. Lesions located in the anterior and posterior regions of the right leg were resistant to topical therapy. The patient underwent 3 MMP® sessions with 25 mg/ml MTX distributed among the lesions. There was a decrease in desquamation and thickness, and remission of pruritus 2 weeks after the first application (Figure 2). After a series of 3 applications every 2 weeks, there was complete remission of the lesions. No methotrexate serum levels were detected the day after the application, nor there were complaints of side effects.

Case 3: Fifty-eight-year-old male patient, hypertensive, history of stroke with left hemiparesis for 12 years, under continuous use of captopril, aspirin, atenolol and amlodipine. Bearer of psoriasis in localized plaques for 17 years, resistant to topical treatment. The patient underwent 5 MMP® sessions with 12.5 mg/ml CYA every 2 weeks in the lesion located in the dorsum, with improvement of approximately 90% of the lesion (Figure 3). The patient had good tolerance to the procedure, without need for topical analgesia. Serum cyclosporinemia after 6 hours was undetectable. Laboratory tests and blood pressure levels were unchanged. The patient is still under treatment.

Case 4: Twenty-two-year-old male patient, with plaques of psoriasis for 2 years, having previously improved with oral MTX, having nevertheless not adhered to the treatment, experiencing recurrence of the lesions. Initial PASI: 10.4. An application of MMP® with MTX was performed in the lesions located on the dorsum and left arm (Figure 4). After 1 week, the lesions became less thick and scaly, and only macules were observed at the site of the treated lesions after 2 weeks, improving the appearance of the lesions when looked at from distance (Figures 5 and 6). The patient remains under treatment.

The patients were duly informed about the treatment and signed a Free and Informed Form of Consent.
DISCUSSION

The treatment of moderate to severe psoriasis involves drugs that might lead to possible side effects. Some studies have investigated the possibility of using topical MTX as an alternative, which would reduce the occurrence of such effects. Due to the fact it is a water-soluble molecule, it has limited ability to permeate the stratum corneum, and its use in untouched skin is ineffective. Therefore, techniques such as electroporation, iontophoresis and ablative lasers were used aimed at increasing its permeation through the skin, with therapeutic response in the treatment of psoriasis.

Similarly, studies on topical use of CYA suggested ineffectiveness on untouched skin. Griffiths et al. obtained therapeutic response following intraleisional injection of 2 ml of 17 mg/ml CYA in psoriasis lesions 3 times per week with undetectable levels of serum cyclosporinemia. Despite the application of considerable amount of medication, due to the CYA’s lipophilic characteristic, it would rapidly redistribute through the tissues, becoming undetectable at plasma levels. The main side effect observed in the study was pain caused by the procedure. Using the MMP® technique it was possible to infuse the drug directly in the lesions with excellent patient tolerance after topical anesthesia. The percutaneous injection of the drug has a powerful local effect and is capable of avoiding hepatic first pass metabolism, reaching the systemic circulation in a low and undetectable concentration, nevertheless enough to obtain therapeutic response, meaning that treatment of patients with moderate to severe psoriasis, as well as of lesions resistant to other therapies can be carried out without side effects.

CONCLUSION

Treatment with the MMP® technique using MTX or CYA solution demonstrated good tolerability, lack of adverse effects, rapid response (already noticed within 2 weeks), and effectiveness both in lesions that have been treated isolatedly and in distant lesions that did not undergo the application.
MMP® performed with CYA or MTX can be a novel treatment modality for psoriasis that arise in resistant plaques, in difficult-to-treat locations, and in patients at risk of systemic treatment related complications. Further studies are needed aimed at defining protocols and randomized clinical trials in order to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of MMP® in the treatment of psoriasis with MTX and CYA.
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